Huawei Twitter and Facebook September 21 – 22

Language is so important to connection. See how strong wireless capabilities is helping translators bring people together around the world.

Our employees come from all around the world. Having different cultural backgrounds allows them to communicate ideas more openly. Marianna from Spain shares what she loves about working at Huawei.

Huawei Scene Kit • 3 handy tools for developers looking to incorporate 3D designs into their app. Check out how it works!

Dive into the possibilities of taking a highly verticalized approach to 5G with Huawei's CTO Paul Scanlan. Don't miss his break down How 5G can change the game during @LightReading's Big5GEvent at 1:35 p.m. CT today.

Building an AR app sounds intimidating but not with the Huawei AR Engine. Follow this step-by-step guide to try it out.

We are honored to be supported by so many quality sponsors & industry associations for MobileCon 2020. Thank you for playing an important part in this year's event. See you all in Shanghai Sept 23-26.
Join industry leaders and Huawei’s Mohamed Madkour today at 1:50 p.m. CT at #LightReading’s #Big5GEvent as they discuss 5G use cases and how different industries can benefit from this new network.

The Big 5G Event
Is there an opportunity beyond connectivity for MNOs?
Sept. 22, 150 - 225 p.m. CST

We are ready! With just 1 day to go, the final countdown to Huawei Connect 2020 has started. The broadcast room is set up, exhibition booths have been built and the signs are in place. All that remains is your arrival. So, are you ready?

It’s time for TECHTUESDAY! Tim Danks is here to answer your questions about intelligent vehicles.

Get @Dataviewer’s first impressions of the Huawei MateBook14 after spending a whole day with it.

Join industry leaders and Huawei’s Mohamed Madkour today at 1:50 p.m. CT at #LightReading’s #Big5GEvent as they discuss 5G use cases and how different industries can benefit from this new network.
QQ: What are the benefits to autonomous cars/increased ride sharing?

Q: Do you expect fully autonomous cars to become the mainstream in our lifetime?

Q: How do you see the world changing as autonomous cars become more common?

Q: Is there a specific location you think would be the most likely to adopt autonomous vehicles?

Q: Don’t you think people will always be too skeptical to trust using a car with no driver? Won’t it be dangerous?
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Tuesday Q: Is Huawei doing anything to bring these automotive patents to life or are these just ideas for now? #AskHuaweiUSA

Show this thread
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Tuesday Q: I saw a video about driver fatigue - what is that actually? Will it be used in cars? #AskHuaweiUSA

Show this thread
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ATechTuesday Q: What exactly is Huawei HiCar? #AskHuaweiUSA
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Tuesday Q: Is the AI parking locator we saw in your video something that could ever really happen? #AskHuaweiUSA

Show this thread
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Tuesday Q: What is Huawei HiCar? #AskHuaweiUSA

Show this thread
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ATechTuesday Q: Do you think part of the reason EVs aren’t popular is because it’s hard to charge them? Do you see Huawei’s patent helping that?

#AskHuaweiUSA

Show this thread
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ATechTuesday Q: Is Huawei working on a driverless car? Will they ever enter the automotive space to that extent?

#AskHuaweiUSA

Show this thread
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Android Authority® AndroidAuth • Sep 22

Huawei wants to charge your phone with lasers: Here’s when we could see it

A room equipped with a laser charging module, could provide safe invisible charging power to multiple devices simultaneously.

Huawei patents laser wireless charging tech, so when will we see it? Huawei has patented true wireless charging via laser technology, while also letting us know when we can expect the technology in phones.

https://androidauthority.com

Created New Value with Synergy Across Five Tech Domains keynote is starting now! Join the livestream: https://tinyurl.com/y23vtaye...
Seamlessly connect your #P40Pro with your #WATCHGT2e like #NatalyOsmann and check in on your health while working out, in just one tap. #StayConnected #HuaweiShare

Tim Danks will be talking all about #intelligentcars on HuaweiUSA's Twitter. Don't miss it - he'll be live on 9/22 at 2 p.m. ET for #TechTuesday! #AskHuaweiUSA https://tinyurl.com/yca08hp

#TECHTUESDAY INTELLIGENT CARS Q&A
with Tim Danks
VP, Risk Management & Partner Relations at Huawei Technologies, Huawei USA
Tuesday, September 22 at 2:00 p.m. ET

Who's up for the 60-sec challenge? 🙈 Can Neil Cattermull, director of The Future as a Service, clear your doubts about #5G & brain cancer? Only one way to... See More
Introducing the women of Huawei. See how Marianna enjoys working at Huawei Spain. #HuaweiForHer https://tinyurl.com/y62b47bv

Electricity revolutionized the world. How will 5G transform industry? Check out this video to get the magical recipe, and stay tuned to #Huawei Rotating Chairma... See More

With the knowledge of each other, we can overcome adversity, accomplish goals & bring dreams to life. Let the light of tech shine on every individual & organiza... See More
HUAWEI CLOUD Earns ISO 27799 Information Security Management Certification

Patient privacy is a big ethical consideration for hospitals around the world. Find out how your hospital can improve with HUAWEI CLOUD's BSI certified system... See More

Huawei has invested US$76 million in Nigeria, creating tens of thousands of job opportunities, training thousands of engineers & government officials, and certi... See More

TechRadar says the Huawei #FreeBudsPro combine "excellent sound quality" and "best in-call audio quality." Read the rest of their thoughts. https://tinyurl.com/y28g7p7t
We need to work together to create a future that is accessible to all.
#ConnectNotDivide https://tinyurl.com/y6ubwx6b

Huawei USA

#DYK Huawei launched the GameCenter, a one-stop game service platform this year. With over 12,000 games available in our #AppGallery we're excited to see this space grow.
https://tinyurl.com/yyb2koex

Huawei USA

From retail to gaming, find out how #HUAWEI's Scene Kit is helping developers to bring more digital beauty to the world in the latest article from our HUAWEI experts.
#HMS

CONSUMER.HUAWEI.COM

HUAWEI Community|[Expert Sharing] Huawei's Scene Kit: Driving the Development of Digital Beauty
Flight delays? Airport Transfer queues? What would you do for more efficient travel? Flight Master's CEO explains how the company provides travellers with a faster, simpler, and better one-stop travel service, thanks to HUAWEI Assistant TODAY. Watch now! https://bit.ly/32EEbh4

#HUAWEI #HMS

YOUTUBE.COM

Flight Master - A faster, simpler and better one-stop travel service

EXPLORING TECH AT HUAWEI CONNECT 2020

Huawei Intelligent Computing

Big names in tech are gathering at #HuaweiConnect to explore emerging trends in technology. Join them and learn about the waves being made in industries everywhere... See More

WE ARE READY! With just 1 day to go, the final countdown to #HuaweiConnect 2020 has started. The broadcast room is set up, exhibition booths have been built and... See More
Need a lightweight 3D graphics rendering service? The Huawei Scene Kit is here to help. https://tinyurl.com/y4wjjyqw

Join our own Mohamed Madkour for a panel discussion on MNO opportunities beyond connectivity at the #Big5GEvent today. https://tinyurl.com/yyyjds7t

The Big 5G Event
Is there an opportunity beyond connectivity for MNOs?
Sept. 22, 1:50 - 2:25 p.m. CST
With the knowledge of each other, we can overcome adversity, accomplish goals & bring dreams to life, creating "New Value Together". Together we can light the w... See More

Huawei's Paul Scanlan will be speaking at Light Reading's #Big5GEvent today at 1:50 p.m. CT. He'll be talking about #connectivity, #digitalinclusion and how industries can maximize the benefits of #5G. Check out the event details. https://tinyurl.com/yyfjds7t

The Big 5G Event
The possibilities of a highly verticalized approach to 5G
Sept. 22, 1:35 - 2:55 p.m. CST

Did you know that
5G can help save lives, spur economic growth & make cities smarter. What other magical powers does #5G possess? Delve deeper on this topic during #Huawei Rotat... See More
Manual inspection vs 5G UAV inspection. Discover how 5G benefits the power grid industry with greater reporting & monitoring accuracy at #Huawei's #5G Inspiring... See More

5G is the new powerhouse for the digital economy. At the 5G Inspiring New Value For Industries Summit, #Huawei experts, global partners & industry pros will sha... See More

Just one more day till #Huawei's 5G inspiring New Value for Industries Summit goes live. Mark your calendar so you won’t miss out on the action. https://twtwi... See More

SEE YOU TOMORROW AT 5G INSPIRING NEW VALUE FOR INDUSTRIES
© SEPT 23, 2020 | 16:30-18:00 (GMT+8)
For those just starting out on your fitness journey, Wearable calls the Huawei #WatchFit a "great entry level sports watch." Read why. https://tinyurl.com/y4sajkh6